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Pacific Northwest Sculptors Hosts International Sculpture Day PDX!
3D Alchemy – Fusing intellect, intuition and magic into sculpture
April 23, 2016 at ROLL UP Photo Studio + Gallery

Portland, OR:
Celebrate International Sculpture (IS) Day PDX with Pacific NW Sculptors!

WHAT: 3D Alchemy – Fusing intellect, intuition and magic into sculpture
– Artist Talks & Dance Party –

WHEN: Saturday, April 23rd, from 6 - 10 pm
WHERE: ROLL UP Photo Studio + Gallery
1715 SE Spokane Street, Portland OR 97202, in the Sellwood neighborhood, Rollupspace.com

Artist Talks by Portland Sculptors: Rob Arps, Olinka Broadfoot, Joseph Cartino, Jennifer Corio, George Heath, Alisa Looney, Carole Murphy, Julian Voss-Andreae.

Enjoy a Lightning Round of Artist Talks, with sculptors sharing their work and the inspiration behind it...learn why they make sculpture, what drives them and the passion behind their process. Learn what's new in 3D scanning, printing and digital sculpting as Portland becomes a creative Mecca. Witness the creation of a Living Sculpture with improvisational movement by Creative Dance Portland. Then get your dance groove on with DJ Henry - The Art Man, spinning Motown and R&B.

6:00 Doors Open
6:30 Lightning Round of Artist Talks
8:00 Living Sculpture performance
8:15 Dance Party!

Be part of our Celebration!
• Meet Portland Sculptors
• Celebrate PNWS' 16th year as an organization
• Help us put Portland on the International Sculpture map!

Special Thanks to our Sponsors:
FORM 3D FOUNDRY – a Portland based full service Sculpting Studio and 3D Workshop. Highly Skilled in traditional fine art methods, their staff of craftsmen and artisans use leading-edge technology including 3D scanning, digital sculpting and sculptural enlargements and reductions. form3dfoundry.com

COBALT DESIGNWORKS – Metal art by Jennifer Corio and Dave Frei. cobaltdesignworks.com

About Pacific Northwest Sculptors
Pacific Northwest Sculptors is a volunteer driven 501 (c) (3) organization comprised of sculptors, persons in associated fields and those with an interest who live and work in the Northwest. It's purpose is to foster the art of sculpture by increasing public awareness of the issues and techniques that surround sculpture and to facilitate communication between member sculptors. pnwsculptors.org

About International Sculpture Day
Founded in 2015 by International Sculpture Center (ISC), International Sculpture Day, or IS Day, is an annual celebration event held worldwide the week of April 24th to further the ISC’s mission of advancing the creation and understanding of sculpture and its unique, vital contribution to society. Up to 300 artists and organizations in 20 countries are expected to celebrate with artist talks, open studios, unveilings, sculpture scavenger hunts, pop up exhibitions, demonstrations, iron pours, plus much more. sculpture.org
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